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Abstract
Body mass index (BMI) is an important anthropometric parameter in clinical medicine. In the patients with metabolic syndrome, the abnormal BMI is commonly seen. The overweight and obesity is an important health problem that is observed around the world in the present day. Nevertheless, the overweight and obesity might be a forgotten problem in some specific groups of patients. Here, the authors' reports on the observation of BMI among 542 human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infected patients in our medical center. Of interest, there is a high incidence of overweight and obesity among our patients. The problem of overweight and obesity is rarely mentioned in HIV medicine. Due to the good antiretroviral therapy in control of HIV, the awareness of the problem among the HIV infected patients is required in the present day.
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Introduction
The nutritional problem is the common health seen around the world. Either under- or over- nutrition are not good. Anthropometry is an important clinical assessment tool for nutritional status. Of several parameters, body mass index (BMI), which is calculated by body weight in kilogram divided by square of height in meter, is an important anthropometric parameter in clinical medicine (1). The BMI assessment is easy while body weight and height are routinely measured in each visit of the patient by the physician. The abnormal BMI is an indicator for the problem of nutrition. The abnormality can be seen in several medical disorders. In the patients with metabolic syndrome, the abnormal BMI is commonly seen. The overweight and obesity is an important health problem that is observed around the world in the present day. Nevertheless, the overweight and obesity might be a forgotten problem in some specific groups of patients. In some situations, while the under-weight is highly prevalent, there might be hidden problem of overweight. The good example is the observation on the obesity problem in some children in an area with extremely high prevalence of pediatric underweight problem (2). The similar situation might be seen in the cases of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infected patients.

Objectives
Here, the authors report on the observation of BMI among Thai adult HIV infected patients in our medical center in an area that HIV infection is endemic. Of interest, there is a high incidence of overweight and obesity among our patients. The problem of overweight and obesity is rarely mentioned in HIV medicine. Due to the good antiretroviral therapy in control of HIV, the awareness of the problem among the HIV infected patients is required in the present day.

Patients and Methods

Study design
This study is a retrospective. The data on body weight and height of overall 542 Thai adult HIV infected patients who received HIV treatment in our medical center during 2017 were analyzed. As a routine assessment, the body weight and height of each patient are measured by standard measurement tools. For each patient, the BMI is calculated and classified according to WHO criteria. According to the criteria, the overweight is designed as a BMI greater than or equal to 25 kg/m² and obesity is designed as a BMI greater than or equal to 30 kg/m². The prevalence of overweight and obesity is calculated and presented. The research followed the Tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.
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Statistical analysis

The prevalence of overweight and obesity is calculated and presented. Regarding statistical analysis, descriptive statistical analysis is used where it is appropriate. The percentage is used for representing the rate.

Results

Of 542 patients (374 males, 168 females; age between 18 to 72 years old), 42 were overweight (7.75 %) while, 26 were obese (4.80 %) (Table 1). Classified by CD4+ count, the number of cases with overweight and obesity in each group of patient is presented in Table 2.

Discussion

The nutritional status among HIV infected patients is an interesting issue in clinical medicine. In fact, several problems of nutrition can be seen in the HIV infected problem. In patients with advanced HIV infected disease, the malnutrition is a common problem (3). However, in the present day, due to the improved antiretroviral therapy and nutritional care for HIV infected patients, most patients can have normal life without problem similar to general non-HIV infected people. As suggested by Ruiz et al, nutritional assessment is important in management of HIV infected patients since it can help plan for nutritional care of the patients (4). Ruiz et al also suggested the use of simple tools as BMI for assessment (4).

In fact, the poor nutritional status is a common known problem in HIV infection. Nevertheless, the problem on the other side of the coin should not be forgotten. At present, the interesting issue is on the metabolic problem including to metabolic syndrome among HIV infected patients (5, 6). In the present report, the interesting high prevalence of HIV infected patients with either overweight or obesity is observable (12.55%). The problem can be seen in any subgroups of patients regardless of demographic background, basic immunological status or antiretroviral drug treatment.

Conclusion

This observation can imply that the overweight and obesity are existed problem in the HIV infected patients. Nevertheless, these problems are little mentioned in the literature (7-9). Most previous reports are from Western countries (7-9) where the obesity is the common problem. Nevertheless, the present report is from tropical developing countries where malnutrition is still prevalent. The similar trend of high prevalence of overweight and obesity among our patients can be seen. The new paradigm to recognize these forgotten problems among HIV infected patients is needed.
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